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eReuse is an initiative and action-research project that since 2015 has iterated over research and activism to understand, develop, apply
to communities, evaluate and scale-up the circular economy of digital devices. The work, in partnership with diverse organisations,
has contributed to the transition towards a circular economy of digital devices that contributes effectively to sustainable development.
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1 SUSTAINABLEDEVELOPMENTWITHACIRCULAR ECONOMYOFDIGITALDEVICES

Sustainable development is aboutmeeting “theneeds of thepresentwithout compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs” (the Brundtland Commission Report, 1987 [15]). Sustainable development can be thought of
in terms of three pillars: economic, environmental and social [16].

In the race tomeet the Intergovernmental Panel onClimateChange (IPCC) 1.5ºCobjective [14]wemust cut emissions to
net-zero by 2050.According to ITU-T [11]meeting targets requires a drastic reductionof the environmental footprint of the
ICT industryby2030 tohalf from2015.Digital technologies are bothpart of theproblemandpart of the solution.Circularity,
“designing out waste and pollution, keeping products and materials in use, and regenerating natural systems” [3], is a key
way to implement sustainable development. Regarding digital devices, circularity aims at achieving the best use of these de-
vicesbyextending their lifespan, thathelps indecarbonising theenvironment.Moreover, circularity also canhelp reduce so-
cial inequality bydelivering computing devices and creating jobs to a larger portion of the population. Therefore circularity
contributes to sustainable development. Our research, leading the eReuse initiative in partnership with public and private
organisations, has brought advances towards a circular economy of digital devices along the three pillars of sustainability.

2 THE eREUSEMODEL

No longer used digital devices (computers, tablets, mobiles) are a resource for local social inclusion and participation.
The eReuse initiative, outlined in [7] started in 2013, with an important milestone in 2015 with the launch of a computer
donation campaign. By mid 2021 more than 10,000 computers have been processed with the eReuse software tools our
team develops. Our vision is that public and private organisations act for the common good for a better, more inclusive
and environmentally friendly internet, by donating their disposed devices to social enterprises as reuse centres that repair,
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refurbish and trace them to assess impact accountability. These devices are distributed to citizens that need these devices to
participate over the Internet in education and socio-economic inclusion activities in their communities. This second-hand
market creates social inclusion jobs and plenty of devices at the fair cost of refurbishment, as well as contribute to reduce
our environmental footprint.

The eReuse model and software tools were outlined in [7], managed as a digital commons [4] and [5], measuring circu-
laritymetrics in [6],with [19] that provides an extensive analysis of our recent experience. This recent analysis showsmore
than 1,000 computers1 successfully refurbished in Barcelona by social inclusionworkers in local social enterprises, accord-
ing to our model and tools. These devices are used by vulnerable citizens in Barcelona, with an expected extended reuse
lifespan of 2–3 years, and a significant reduction of environmental impact from the substitution of purchase of newdevices.

Not only our researchbut also the value of eReuse for all participants is the ability to certify sustainability impacts aswell
as aggregate open data about circularity of devices, while preserving personal privacy and organisational confidentiality.
Any sensitive data involving humans is removed by encryption, summary or aggregation. Human participants decide
what device data they want to share with others and us, defined by the eReuse device data commons license [5]. Our
research and practices are aligned with the European GDPR and complies with the ethical guidelines of our university.

Activism

To implement that aim, we have worked to bootstrap collaborative local circular economy ecosystems across stake-
holders in the ICT circular supply chain of device reuse and recycling. eReuse has coordinated forums with different
stakeholders that exchange complementary resources, skills, to balance supply and demand, share costs and help each
other: device donors, refurbishers, citizen support organisations, recyclers that are part of a common-pool resource
system of second-hand digital devices for an extended lifespan in use [4]. We call them “local circuits”.

InBarcelona,wehave1,079devices in commonproperty,withmoreunder individual property.Thedevices came from45
different donor organisations and, after testing and refurbishment by 15 active social enterprises,were received by about 84
entities suchas schools, public facilities,NGO, andfinal beneficiaries. Refurbisheddevices arepreparedbyworkers of six so-
cial enterprises or reuse centres, associated to Barcelona’s circuit. Devices have a (refurbishment) cost that is paid by either
sponsors or receivers to refurbishers (as processing cost, since devices come from donation), in the range of 40-140 € each.
During the COVID crisis2 supported a service learning project to involve volunteers and social enterprises in the prepara-
tion of more devices for school students in need of computers to participate in distance learning during the confinement.

In 2018, the eReuse circuit model, as well as its software tools and data services, was replicated inMadrid by Asociación
cultural La Kalle-ReutilizaK, a historical entity in the neighbourhood of Vallecas that, among others, seeks the social and
labour inclusionof vulnerable youngpeople through thepreparation and reuse of electronic devices. It promoted an ecosys-
tem togetherwith twomore entities (Vortex andRecuMadrid) so called the Sempiterna circuit. Since they started, theyhave
reused and traced a total of 950 devices donated by 14 companies and given to 23 intermediary entities (NGO and schools).

Circular business models

We have developed a servitised business model where users pay for computing as a service, for instance according to the
number of operational computers in a school classroom. Actors of the circuit ensure computer maintenance, upgrades,
spare devices and replacement to comply with the service level agreement of a service contract for a monthly or yearly fee.
This in turn ensures users have the computing service theyneed but device ownership remains in the circuit, so that devices
1The eReuse open dataset 2019: https://dsg.ac.upc.edu/ereuse-dataset
2The Centre of Cooperation for Development at UPC.EDU: https://www.upc.edu/ccd/en
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perform well until they cannot satisfy anyone, when they are finally recycled and some parts reused. These recyclers are
specialised in e-waste, and can be either public, commercial or social enterprises. They participate in the eReuse data by ac-
cepting the data commons license, registering the devices they receive and sharing data about them for circular traceability.
Overall that allows togeneratepublicdatasets about impacts and thedurabilityofdevicesweshareandprocess [8].All these
activities become incentives to improve the longevity of devices for new reuse cycles that can benefit more people while
mitigating the impact of digital technologies to the planet. The experience has allowed us to contribute to the ITU-T L.1024
[12] recommendation. Themodel has been further developed in theDLT4EU [10] challengeof the SantBoi city inCatalonia.

Policy

Wehave developed a participation and data sharing license[4] and agreementswith public and private device donors,main-
tainers, social organisations (NGO) working with end-users, social enterprises in social inclusion programs focused on
refurbishment and recycling of digital devices. These agreements allow us collecting data about devices (the circular chain
of custody), data aggregation and analysis of social impact (usefulness of additional computing hours enabled) and environ-
mental impact (CO2e savings). Thedonationof decommissioneddevices from theBarcelonaCityCouncil, via anagreement
with an ecosystemmanagement entity that represents eReuse, has inspired and facilitated a set of public and private sector
donations. This policy learning good practice has been published in the Interreg Europe Policy Learning Platform [2].

Building on existing experiences, we are consolidating [17] this knowledge into policy templates and help other
policymakers to maximise the lifespan of the devices they procure, share and aggregate anonymised data for social and
environmental accountability, while supporting local reuse centers and second hand markets, with special attention in
supplying devices to otherwise disconnected citizens.

We have been able to identify administrative barriers that slow down or block policy change. For instance, we wanted
to deploy secondhand devices in public schools, a target with high environmental, social and educational awareness
potential. Although technically and economy feasible, huge administrative and bureaucratic hurdles caused that only
five schools opted in for reuse to equip their computer classrooms over a two year period.

Research and experimentation

Beyond the software tools to capture data about computer devices, we have developed and adapted the eReuse device data
capturesoftware tomobilephones. Incollaborationwith tworeusecentreswedeveloped tools for inventoryandtraceability
ofmobile phones, definingprotocols and documentation to control the quality of refurbishment. Beyond technology, an im-
portant aimof theprojectwas thedetectionof barriers tomobile phone reuse, someplacedby softwaredeveloperswhen the
firmwareoroperating systemof adevice is no longermaintained, byhardwaremanufacturerswith lack spareparts ormain-
tenance documentation, others placed by the last owner or operators, who didn’t unlock terminals before discarding them.

We have explored how data about the circular lifespan of devices can be reported and verified to provide a “digital
twin”, the inventory information kept by a device owner.We also keep a digital ledger with annotations made by a trusted
“digital notary” that allows ensure accountability and traceability of circular lifespan, and allows reporting in that ledger
proofs of important actions like purchase, data wipe, transfer, repair and final recycling, conceptually equivalent to the
digital tachographs for vehicles but stored externally. We implemented (EU Ledger[9] and Spanish SWEDGE projects)
a permissioned ledger with an Ethereum PoA and smart contracts that implement conditional rewards that automatically
return an economic deposit when a condition is met (e.g. return a device when no longer used or recycle when no longer
usable).We implemented (EUDLT4EU[10] project) a set of proofs and an impact reportingmechanism linked to the ledger.
We are currently offering an experimental API and ledger testbed (NGI Atlantic[18] project for EU-US collaboration)
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to support a pilot device accountability system developed in collaboration with the Obada Foundation. We have also
explored (ChistERA LeadingEdge[1] project) the performance, scalability and decentralization of the required cloud
services given the large volume of devices and events to manage.

All these experienceshave contributed topropose andget approval fromITU-Tof anewwork itemon the “Requirements
for a global digital sustainable product passport to achieve a circular economy”[13].

Useful resources

To ensure efficiency, transparency and accountability in the reverse supply chain, we developed open software tools3 [7]
to quickly and easily extract details, for the diagnostic and automation of inventory, for triage and preparation of second
hand devices, for the generation of QR codes to stick on devices for traceability, as well as data formats and tools to collect
and store data about the lifespan of each device, and finally for computing open data about impacts and reports.

Overall impacts

The main overall impact and outcomes confirm that we are in a good track to reduce the environmental impact of digital
devices, with CO2 equivalent impact estimates that can be extracted from our ledger records. We have witnessed progress
to the universalisation of access to computer devices, from the these low cost second-hand computers creating additional
computing usage hours. The circular economy facilitates the creation of jobs in computer refurbishment, linked to device
collection and refurbishment, as well as the reduction of ICT e-waste with longer usage lifespan through reuse. Software
tools facilitatemore efficient (time, quality) processing of digital devices, which implies less refurbishment time per device,
that results in lower processing cost and higher efficiency and income for refurbishers. The collection and aggregation of
privacy-preserving reliable open data allows to quantify and certify actual impacts promote circularity (chain of custody,
responsibility) with the design of more durable products.
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